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The 11 Leadership Secrets You Never Heard About
Adapted from an inspirational article written by August Turak
In 1982 I left a great job at MTV: Music Television for what is now the A&E Network for one reason: to work for Jim
Collins. A seasoned and highly successful executive, Collins poured wisdom into my head by the bucket while keeping
me constantly in stitches with his big-hearted Irish sense of humor. One day he said, “Remember Augie, everybody got
a boss. The vice president reports to the president and the president reports to the CEO. The CEO reports to the
chairman of the board and the chairman reports to his wife. All God’s children got a boss. If you want to be a great
leader you must also be a great follower.”
We often switch between leader and follower many times in a single day, and our ultimate success depends just as
much on being a great follower as it does on being a great leader. While there are libraries on leadership, there is little
on how to be a great follower. Despite protestations to the contrary, we consider followers a lower life form. Longing to
be a great follower is like longing to be a mindless brute who couldn’t find the rest room without a “leader” to show him
the way. Rather than the definition of a follower, this unflattering stereotype merely describes a terrible follower. Great
followers follow by leading and here are 11 ways to do just that.

1) Great Followers Seize the Initiative: The days of leaders saying “Jump!” and subordinates asking “How high?
are over. Today’s leader desperately needs followers that bring fresh ideas not passive worker bees waiting to
be told what to do. Great followers say, “This is what I think we should do.” Not “What do you want me to do?”
2) Great Followers Create their Own Job: Collins taught me a model for every new job I took. Moving quickly I’d
identify a quantifiable goal that I could achieve in a reasonably short amount of time. I would then write up a
plan for achieving that goal along with a weekly reporting process. But most importantly, I always presented
my plan before my boss asked for it. The side benefit of creating my own job was getting the autonomy that
turns work into fun.
3) Great Followers are Coachable: One time Collins shared a “secret” with me. Rather than carrying a notebook,
he folded a sheet of paper into thirds and put it into the inside breast pocket of his jacket for notes. I faithfully
imitated him, but the first thing I did after leaving the company was stop carrying that damn sheet of paper.
While it may seem that I was just playing the phony to ingratiate myself, I had a nobler objective. I wanted to
demonstrate to Collins that I was listening to his advice. If I was coachable on the little things then more likely
than not I was also coachable on the big ones. This tiny gesture was also something I could do immediately.
Demonstrating coachability on bigger issues would take more time.
4) Great Followers Anticipate: One of the most humorous bits in the TV series MASH is the way in which Cpl.
“Radar” O’Reilly consistently anticipates Col. Blake and later Col. Potter. They can barely open their mouths
before Radar finishes their sentence by assuring them that whatever they are looking for is already done. Like
Radar, great followers stay ahead of their boss by proactively asking: “If I were my boss what would I do next?”
My 23 year -old assistant at MTV was so incredible that she quickly started intercepting most of my work before
it even hit my desk. I was not surprised when she quickly rose from a “lowly secretary” to vice president.
5) Great Followers are Great Communicators: If your boss ever has to ask for a status report, you are failing as a
follower. Great leaders are great worriers. Great followers preempt worry by proactively communicating. If you
do not communicate it is natural for your boss to worry that you are hiding bad news. Besides, unbidden
information is treated far more credibly than information demanded. Poor communicators consistently find
themselves reacting defensively while perpetually wondering why.

Continued on next page
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6) Great Followers are Goal Driven: Great leaders are busy. The last thing they want to do is “supervise.” Great
followers reason backwards: they use future goals to prioritize today’s “activity.” Poor followers reason
forward: They react to their in-box and email in the forlorn hope that just “staying busy” will magically produce
tangible results. Your boss is not paying you to “stay busy.” He is not there to tactically manage your to-do list.
He is paying you to strategically deliver on clearly defined and bench marked goals that further the mission.
7) Great Followers Show Don’t Tell: I am coaching a young MBA student. At our first meeting I began groping for
a quote from something I had written. Without fanfare this young man pulled out a neatly tabbed binder with
everything I had ever written and quickly pulled out the quote. His preparation demonstrated his seriousness
far more convincingly than an impassioned speech ever could. In turn I am now investing far more in him.
Human beings are wired to value action and discount verbiage, and great followers use that trait to their
advantage.
8) Great Followers Earn Trust: My number one goal upon taking a new job was getting my boss to relax. The last
thing I wanted was an over anxious boss breathing down my neck. The sooner I earned his trust, the quicker
he would spend his most valuable asset, time, worrying about something other than me. Louis Mobley said
trust relies on promise and fulfillment. People who make promises and keep them can be trusted. Those who
don’t cannot. Great followers keep promises. It is critical, especially early in your relationship with your boss,
that you deliver on every commitment no matter how trivial.
9) Great Followers Offer Solutions: Any damn fool can turn his problems into problems for his boss. Great
followers solve problems and if they cannot they always offer solutions along with the problem.
10) Great Followers are Compassionate: While often referred to as “managing your boss,” great followers are
sympathetic to the enormous stress that leaders must endure. For example, leaders often wait too long to
make a change or fill a position. Then they spend months and many thousands of dollars recruiting while
Rome burns around them. Once they hire, they still spend sleepless nights haunted by the chance that they
have made the wrong hire. If the wrong person has indeed been hired, not only must they go through the
agonizing and expensive process again, but answer to their own unsympathetic boss about making such a
poor decision in the first place. Examples like this are the ordinary lot of leadership, and great followers not
only empathize but look for ways to reassure their boss that at least one person always “has his back.”
11) Great Followers are Loyal: If I couldn’t in clear conscience back my boss to the hilt then it was time to change
jobs or take an unpaid sabbatical. Great followers take pride in making their boss “look good.” Even if I
disagreed in private, it was still my job to present a “united front” once his decision had been made. I never
undermined my boss to curry favor with my own subordinates or played politics at his expense. If I ever went
over his head it was only to make sure his superiors knew how great he was, and I constantly looked for
reasons to do just that.
As I hope you’ve noticed, many of the same traits that I ascribe to great followers apply to great leaders. Great leaders
not only acquire these traits as followers, but model them for their own subordinates. But most importantly their
interchangeable nature makes my point: Just as the distinction between noble and serf is a thing of the past so are the
distinctions between leaders and followers.
Follow August Turak on his Forbes blog http://blogs.forbes.com/augustturak/, on
Twitter @augustturak, Facebook http://facebook.com/aturak, or check out his
website http://www.augustturak.com/ for more tips and strategies for becoming a great
leader – and to discover how service and selflessness is the secret to success in business
and in life.

New Jobs
12-20-00: E.R. Snell @ Jimmy Carter Boulevard
13-01-00: American Infrastructure @ BWI Runway 15R-33L
13-02-00: Balfour Beatty @ Charlotte Streetcar
13-03-00: Dragados @ Camp Lejeune Signalization
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Human Resources: Are You As Healthy As You Can Be?
As an organization we promote wellness, encourage fitness challenges and sponsor healthy activities and sporting
events. I'm sure we've all heard family, friends and co-workers pledge to make routine visits to the gym, join an
exercise class, eat healthier, get more rest, or carry less stress as part of their New Year’s resolutions. Within a few
months of this resolution many have reverted back to old habits. We're not eating as healthy, skipping work outs, and
not getting enough sleep.
Webster’s dictionary defines wellness as the quality or state of being in good health especially as an actively sought
goal. The popular Wikipedia states wellness is generally used to mean a healthy balance of the mind, body and spirit
that results in an overall feeling of well-being.
How does one become "healthier"? It requires discipline and the will to be better than you are right now. It starts with
the willingness to commit to a healthier lifestyle. Next, you can take the time to talk to your doctor. They can let you
know what you need to do to become healthier and what adjustments to your lifestyle you will need to make.
Remember, getting healthier doesn't just mean losing weight, or exercising regularly, most often it's a combination of
things that you need to do on a regular basis.
Realistically, most individuals who resolve to become healthier do not succeed. Why? According to the United States
Wellness Chamber of Commerce, there are two main reasons why individuals do not stick to wellness programs.
They are:

1. The lack a specific plan or roadmap.
2. If there is a plan, there is no accountability to stick to it.
How can you set yourself up for success?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make sure that your goals are obtainable.
Make sure that your wellness plan is tailored to what you need (Wellness is not a one size fits all program).
Make sure to reward yourself when you meet your goals.
Make sure to re-evaluate your goals.
Involve your healthcare provider.
Utilize online resources such as those provided by health insurance carriers.

For more information, please talk with your physician or visit some of these websites:
www.cigna.com

www.wellness.com

www.prevention.com

As a final thought and reminder to all, the HR department maintains an
“open door” policy. Please feel free to contact us with any questions or
concerns you may have. We can be reached by the following:

Rick Tormo
HR Director
rtormo@midasco.net
410-579-6732 (O)
410-365-4605 (Mobile)
410-564-2989 (Fax)

Brenda Pittman
HR Generalist
bpittman@midasco.net
410-579-6733 (O)
410-564-2989 (Fax)

Carden Snider
HR Associate
csnider@midasco.net
410-579-6728 (O)
443-253-1310 (Mobile)
410-564-2989 (Fax)

Meagan McDaniels
HR Associate
mmcdaniels@midasco.net
410-579-6731 (O)
410-564-2989 (Fax)

Rick Tormo
H.R. Director
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Job Postings
MIDASCO is building for tomorrow – We are looking for energetic, self-motivated and experienced, Traffic Signal
Technicians, Bench Testers, Foremen, Electricians, Superintendents, Assistant Project Managers and Project
Managers. Become an asset to our team by calling Carden Snider at 410-579-6728 or email at csnider@midasco.net
EOE.
REMINDER TO ALL CURRENT EMPLOYEES: MIDASCO, LLC also promotes growth from within the organization.
For those who are interested in advancement, please feel free to contact a member of the Human Resources
Department for further details.

Continuing Education
MIDASCO is constantly seeking those who want to start, continue or advance their career. Please ask a member of the
Human Resources department regarding our Continuing Education Reimbursement Program.

401K
Any questions regarding your 401K, or any personal financial matters you may need assistance with, please contact
Robin Degener with Mariner Wealth Advisors, LLC for American Funds at Direct (301) 784.2321 or
Office (800) 445.7447 or Fax (301) 724.1643
For further information regarding any of the information presented here, please feel free to contact Brenda Pittman at
410-579-6733 in the office or email at bpittman@midasco.net or Rick Tormo at 410-579-6732 in the office, cell phone
410-365-4605 or email rtormo@midasco.net.

Midasco, LLC and Cigna have partnered to help improve our health with a
$50.00 Gift Card
How will we do this?
st

nd

1 – Get a physical; 2 Obtained the Physician Affidavit; 3rd Register and take the confidential health assessment.
Why
Because your health assessment is about your Life!
Taking a health assessment is a quick and easy way to determine the current state of your overall health, and to figure
out what steps you need to take now to improve your health in the future.
After all, when you’re healthy, you have the strength and confidence to be your true self.
Please see any member of your HR team for more information.
Brenda Pittman
Human Resources Generalist
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Employee Spotlight: Alexis McInerney
Alexis McInerney has been a member of the Midasco family for over a year now. Alexis learned about the job opening
through Midasco’s Assistant Project Manager, Pam Waltos. Although the construction industry was a new experience
for her, she has certainly excelled in her new position and has quickly learned “the ropes”.
Alexis will tell you that one of her many goals here at Midasco is to learn the “ins and outs” of construction. She wants
to understand not only the scope of her team’s work, but to experience firsthand the overall concept of Midasco’s
projects start to finish. She’s excited that her position gives her the opportunity to learn something new every day.
One thing that she has enjoyed is her exposure to the various departments at Midasco (accounting, human resources,
fleet, etc….).
According to her boss, Nishan Topjan , “Alexis is the glue that holds the team
together”. She’s also impressed the other members of her team with her
positive attitude, knowledge, and enthusiasm for helping out her co-workers.
Not only is Alexis a hard worker, but her team members will also tell you she is
incredibly thoughtful and willing to go the extra step.
A graduate of the University of MD, Alexis previously worked in the printing
industry. While not at Midasco, she stays busy chasing her 3 year old son
around. When the weather is warm she enjoys fishing and crabbing off her
boat. Alexis loves to bake, often surprising her peers with homemade
goodies.
On behalf of Midasco, a special thank you to Alexis for being a diligent,
dependable, and hardworking employee.
Alexis McInerney
Office Manager

Meagan McDaniels
Human Resources Associate

Quarterly Safety Winners
Jason Raab
Gerald Roundtree
Robert Bussey
Daniel Spears
Carlos Santiago Marerro
Servellio Echeverria
Santos Samir A. Espinl
Javier Lopez-Portillo
Matthew Santee
Erick Melendrez-Jacome
Ledin Cruz
Joel Jock
Curtis Zopp
Elmer J. Sandoval Marin
Jose Gudiel Ramirez
Bill Preston
James Morse, II
Pablo Castillo
John Deprospero
Al Minear
Michael Weaver
Larry Bryant
Greg Landerman
Lionel Finney, Jr.
Lopez Moran

Stan Bartholomew
Steven Rowe
Jonathan Hite
Michael Wells
Oscar Castellon
Jose Carcamo– Abejo
Hector Urbina
Robert Beach
Santos Espinal
Silvestre Gudiel
Keith Griffith
Jeremy Lawson
Carlos Gudiel
Curtis Brown, Jr.
Luis Velasquez
Michael Smith
Ferney Murillo-Rivas
Richard Walton, III
George Margaritis
Mark Murray
Franklyn Baker
Jairo Guzman
Jeff Landerman
Edwin Galvez
Napoleon Martinez

Jeff Hensley
Stacy White
Matt Adams
Martin Zuno
Cesar Perez
Romeo Guzman
Wilmer Escalante
Jason Herring
Brad Bosarge
Nelson Alvarado
Edson Montano
John Megill
Wayne Lichty
Jose Guzman
Philip Mooney
Ronnie Upchurch
Ryan James
Jose Rivera-Arana
Richard Strouse, Jr.
Bryan Noske
Troy Gillard, Sr.
Doug Hart
Alex Carcamo-Abrejo
David Lissauer
Alberto Sandoval

Freddie Killian
Daniel August
Frank Capone
Daniel Alvarado
Laurence Williams
Jorge Morales
Charles Johnson
Brent Mylott
Jose Gomez
Jose Contreras
Oscar Hernandez
Saul Portillo
Wendell Wright, Jr
Joe Frolich
James Miller, Jr.
Luke Blazek
Larry Stokes
Mack Harrell
Mark Cecil
Bill Suter
Darrell Rice
John Herring
Alden Caton, Jr.
Sean Manchas Luis
Thomas Thornton
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Team Hampton
The Hampton team is currently working on four on-going projects and has closed down three just this month. We are
working with the City of Richmond where we are installing the traffic signals in various intersections in the downtown
area and with American Infrastructure where we installed airport lighting for the Richmond International Airport runway
expansion. In the city of Virginia Beach we have closed out the DMS and System Detection project and Intersection
Improvement project at Holland Road and South Plaza Trail, while maintaining three on-going projects which are
Intersection Improvements at Princess Anne & Kempsville Road, Intersection Improvements at First Colonial and Donna
Drive, and Intersection Improvements along South Independence Boulevard. Finally, in the City of Hampton we are
installing traffic signals for Branscome, Inc. on the Commander Shepard Boulevard extension. Future projects include
work for the City of Hampton, Signal Upgrade and the City of Roanoke, with American Infrastructure, on an Interchange
Design-Build.
We would like to welcome Mr. William Naismith, our newest
superintendent for the Hampton office, and Jonathan Hite and
Matthew Taylor as our new laborers.
In conclusion, the Hampton team will continue to strive to be
safe, continue to optimize our time in order to keep up
profitable productive work, endeavor to create an impressive
relationship with our customers, and stay optimistic to keep
up employee respect and morale. The Hampton team’s motto
is “Be safe and get it right the first time.”
Anthony Stolar
Project Manager

From left to right: Project Manager Anthony Stolar,
Superintendent Bill Naismith, Superintendent Dave
Floyd and Office Manager Sheila Jones.

11-18-00: City of Richmond, VA @ Traffic
Signal Enhancement: laborers Mike Wells and Matt
Adams installing conduit.

Fleet for Thought: Distracted Driving
Even the most well-trained, safety-conscious Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) driver is at risk of engaging in driving
behaviors that could lead to a crash on today’s crowded highways. Weather conditions or road conditions change and
suddenly “driving too fast for conditions” becomes a risk factor. Failing to look or looking and not seeing, impaired
performance because of fatigue, inattention or daydreaming or an unexpected external distraction can all lead to a
crash. According to data supplied by the US DOT the key areas that lead to the majority of CMV accidents are:









Failure to buckle up
Driving too fast for conditions
Unfamiliar roadway
Driver fatigue
Driver distraction
Following too closely
Inadequate evasive action
Cell phones and texting while driving

Considering our company’s exposure with 160 plus vehicles on the road daily from
Maryland to Georgia we all must be vigilant and do our part to eliminate the risk of
being involved in a CMV accident.

Mark Malamphy
Fleet Manager
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Team Charlotte
The Charlotte office has started several new projects this year and we are looking forward to starting several more.
Some of our highlighted work includes;
City of Kannapolis First Street Signal Project: This project includes the replacement of existing signal systems at two
intersections as well as the installation of decorative crosswalks and curbs. The City of Kannapolis has a major event
scheduled for May and requested we be completed by Mid-May. We anticipate completion the second week of April, 30
days ahead of schedule! The Engineering firm of Alley, Williams, Carmen & King and the City of Kannapolis have been
great to work with. We would like to thank David Lipe and Mark McGregor of AWCK for all their cooperation and hard
work.
Airport Entrance Roadway Charlotte Douglas International Airport (Blythe Construction GC, HNTB engineer of record):
This project involves digital signage, fiber optic infrastructure, custom control software, servers, network switches and
implementation. Contractual obligations included an Intermediate Contract time of February 5th 2013. We are pleased
to announce Midasco has met the ICT schedule and is currently planning the next phases, working closely with Blythe
Construction’s Project Manager Bobby Eaves and Field Engineer Chris Gwaltney Midasco anticipates completing this
project on time and under budget.
Charlotte Streetcar Project (Balfour Beatty Rail/Blythe Development Joint Venture): We are pleased to
announce Midasco has been chosen as the contractor to install approximately 200 caissons for the new Charlotte
Streetcar Project. Civil work has begun on the project and we anticipate our start date sometime in April. This is a
high-profile project located in downtown Charlotte that poses multiple challenges in an urban setting. Midasco is looking
forward to the challenges and confident this project will be a success.
Midasco superintendent Mike Pifer has done a terrific job overseeing
the projects and meeting multiple contractual obligations. We would
like to welcome aboard several new employees to our team; Office
Manager Kim Nucifora, Foreman Johnny Miller, Operator Chris
Valtierra, Operator Allan Yarborough, Laborer Paul John and Laborer
Fred Robinson.
Ken Joyner
Project Manager

From left to right: Superintendent Mike Pifer,
Office Manager Kim Nucifora and Project
Manager Ken Joyner.

12-11-00: South Carolina Department of
Transportation @ CMAQ Fiber and
Traffic Signal: crews installing fiber optic
cable.
Job No.: 12-10-00, Blythe Construction @
Charlotte Airport Entrance: crew installing a
directional sign.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 11-28-00, Maryland State Highway
Administration @ Reconstruct Lighting I-95 @
MD 100 MD 175: crews preparing to install light
poles.

Job No.: 12-07-00, E.R. Snell @
Pleasant Road Improvements: foreman
Martin Zuno and operator Eddie Navarro
compact the soil in the trench.

Job No.: 12-16-00, City of Kannapolis, NC
@ First Street Signal Project: crews
installing a foundation.

Job No.: 12-07-00, E.R. Snell @
Pleasant Road Improvements:
operator Eddie Navarro trenching at Pleasant
Hill Road and I-85.

Job No.: 12-16-00, City of Kannapolis, NC
@ First Street Signal Project: crews
installing conduit.

Job No.: 11-09-00, Maryland State Highway
Administration @ Traffic Signals District 3:
crews removing and replacing curb and
gutter.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 12-03-00, Kibler @ Replacement of
Motter Avenue Bridge: crew pouring concrete
for a sign structure foundation.

Job No.: 11-32-00, Maryland State Highway
Administration @ Interstate Lighting on I-695
& I-795: foreman Jeff Landerman’s crew
trenching to install cable duct for highway
lighting.

Job No.: 12-01-00, Fluor/Lane a Joint
Venture @ I-95 Hot Lanes: crews trenching
to install conduit.

Job No.: 12-03-00, Kibler @ Replacement of
Motter Avenue Bridge over US 15: crew
member David Lissauer forming a cabinet
foundation.

Job No.: 11-02-00, Maryland State Highway
Administration @ Signing District 3 Areawide
contract: foreman Bill Preston and crew
installing a manhole.

Job No.: 12-01-00, Fluor/Lane a Joint
Venture @ I-95 Hot Lanes: crews trenching
to install conduit.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 12-03-00, Kibler @ Replacement of Motter
Avenue Bridge: foreman, Bill Preston and crew
pouring concrete for a cabinet foundation.

Job No.: 12-03-00, Kibler @ Replacement of
Motter Avenue Bridge: crew assembling a
cantilever sign structure.

Job No.: 11-24-00, IC3 @ ICC, Contract D & E:
foreman Elmer Sandoval along with crew
members Jose Guzman and Luis Velasquez
installing a electrical service panel.

Job No.: 12-03-00, Kibler @ Replacement of
Motter Avenue Bridge: crew installing the
cantilever arm of a sign structure.

Job No.: 12-05-00, Gwinnett County, Georgia @
ATMS/ITS SR124 Installation: crew shallow
trenching to lay conduit and make splice
connections.

Job No.: 11-34-00, C.W. Matthews @ Indian
Trail Improvements: foreman Stan
Bartholomew, operator Daniel Alvarado and
foreman Martin Zuno changing traffic signal
cabinets.
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Think Safety First During Trenching and Excavation Work
Let there be no mistake, no misunderstanding. The most common… and by far the most deadly… hazard associated
with trenching or excavation work is a CAVE-IN. Trades at risk of being caught in a CAVE-IN include workers who install
and repair water, sewer and utility lines; road builders; and crews that perform digging operations. Midasco employees
certainly fit into one or more of these work trade categories.
According to industry groups and construction safety professionals, CAVE-INs can be caused by at least four factors:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Trenching or excavating in soil that does not hold tightly together, such as sand, loamy sand, gravel, and soft clay.
Water in the soil or excavation. Water weakens the strength of trench sides.
The weight of heavy equipment too close to the edge of a trench.
Loose soil giving way due to vibrations from construction activity, movement of heavy equipment, or roadway traffic
in or near the construction area.

Good planning and proper/safe job execution is critical to the success of any operation or project. With trenching or
excavation work, poor or non-existent planning or improper/unsafe job execution could result in somebody being killed.
Severe injury or death incidents can occur suddenly and without warning. With this in mind, Midasco project teams are
required to take the following job planning and execution steps at every jobsite involving trenching or excavation work:


Identify a trained and designated OSHA Subpart P- Excavation and Trenching competent person. The competent
person must evaluate possible dangers before work begins and be available to the field crew to make decisions
regarding soil classification, use of protective systems and other safety measures, and to periodically inspect open
excavations (at least daily, and when conditions change such as after a rainstorm) until the job is complete.



Fill out an Excavation Checklist. Have it filled out by or reviewed by a competent person. The checklist is found on
the Midasco Standard (S:) drive, sub-directory Safety/Safety Report and Forms/Trenching and Excavation/
Excavation Checklist. The checklist includes sections on jobsite inspection, utility locating, access and egress, wet
conditions, hazardous atmosphere testing requirements, support (protective) systems, and corrective action/
remarks.



Ensure spoil piles are kept back at least 2 feet from the excavation edge. Ensure a ladder or other safe means of
access and egress is set up every 25 feet of horizontal travel if workers are to enter the trench or excavation.



Take the following additional action for any excavation 4 foot or deeper into which a worker must enter:
 Test the internal atmosphere and certify that it is free from oxygen deficiency, combustible gas levels, and
toxic material that could harm entrants.
 Unless it is stable rock (unlikely with our work) it is Midasco policy that protective systems must be used.
The choices are sloping, benching, shoring, or shielding (trench boxes, etc). The competent person may
direct the use of a protective system at any depth if he/she thinks a CAVE-IN is possible.



Do not allow workers to be in an unprotected (no protective systems used)
trench or excavation while heavy equipment is digging in or operating
close to the excavation.

Jim Brown
Safety Director

MIDASCO

LLC

7121 Dorsey Run Road
Elkridge, MD 21075-6884
Phone 410-579-6700
Fax 410-579-6795
Signing · Lighting · Signals · ITS · Tolling
Infrastructure · Utilities
Construction and Maintenance

Top Bonus Earners for the 4th Quarter are
foremen Oscar Castellon, Servelio
Echeverria and Randy Grove. Great job!

Job No.: 12-03-00, Kibler @ Replacement of Motter Avenue
Bridge: crew installing a cantilever arm for a sign structure.

